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Next step in seeking answers to
fundamental questions

Synergistic Science – Owing to its unique atmosphere, Titan engages a more extensive range of scientific disciplines than

other icy satellites. It is an outstanding target for comparative planetology, both with other satellites and with the terrestrial planets. Titan’s environment also enables uniquely affordable deployment of a wide array of instrumentation at the
surface, in the atmosphere, and in orbit. Thus, the powerful complement of scientific tools necessary to understand such
a complex system can actually be brought to bear. For example, in situ investigations such as seismic sensors and detailed
chemical analyses support and inform an orbital survey of this diverse target. Combinations of techniques provide more
robust constraints on mysteries such as Titan’s interior structure and atmospheric circulation.

What makes a planet or moon habitable?
What chemical processes led to the development of life?

Ø Potential for organics to interact with liquid water at
the surface, e.g., cryovolcanism, impact craters
Ø Potential for exchange of surface organics with vast
interior ocean
Ø Earth-like world with an active methane cycle
instead of Earth’s water cycle
• Liquid methane could support development
of alternate biological systems

§ Titan is an ocean world laboratory to
investigate primitive chemistry and to
search for biosignatures
OPAG Meeting, Hampton, VA, 22 February 2018
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Next step in seeking answers to
fundamental questions
What makes a planet or moon habitable?
What chemical processes led to the development of life?
§ Titan is an ideal destination to answer
these questions because it has the key
ingredients known to be necessary for life:
Energy: Sunlight, photochemistry
Organic material: Abundant carbon and
complex organics
Solvents: Liquid water, as well as methane
Ø Potential for organics to interact with liquid water at
the surface, e.g., cryovolcanism, impact craters
Ø Potential for exchange of surface organics with vast
interior ocean
Ø Earth-like world with an active methane cycle
instead of Earth’s water cycle
• Liquid methane could support development
of alternate biological systems

§ Titan is an ocean world laboratory to
investigate primitive chemistry and to
search for biosignatures
OPAG Meeting, Hampton, VA, 22 February 2018
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What makes a planet or moon habitable?
What chemical processes led to the development of life?
§ Titan is an ideal destination to answer
these questions because it has the key
ingredients known to be necessary for life:
Energy: Sunlight, photochemistry
Organic material: Abundant carbon and
complex organics
Solvents: Liquid water, as well as methane
Ø Potential for organics to interact with liquid water at
the surface, e.g., cryovolcanism, impact craters
Ø Potential for exchange of surface organics with vast
interior ocean
Ø Earth-like world with an active methane cycle
instead of Earth’s water cycle
• Liquid methane could support development
of alternate biological systems

(Lorenz, Waite, Leary, Reh, et al., 2007, Titan
Explorer Flagship Mission Study Report)

§ Titan is an ocean world laboratory to
investigate primitive chemistry and to
search for biosignatures
OPAG Meeting, Hampton, VA, 22 February 2018
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provides the opportunity to study familiar processes in
a different environment and under different conditions.
Seismic sensing can probe subsurface structure and
activity.
Dragonfly is a truly revolutionary concept providing the capability to explore diverse locations to char-

Lawrence D. J. et al. (2017) LPSC 48. [15] Zacny K. et
al. (2017) LPSC 48. [16] Trainer M. G. et al. (2017)
LPSC 48. [17] Barnes J. W. et al. (2007) Icarus 186,
242-258. [18] Soderblom L. A. et al. (2007) Planet.
Space Sci. 55, 2025-2036. [19] MacKenzie S. M. et al.
(2007) Icarus 243, 191-207.

Diversity of surface materials à scientific
priority to sample diverse locations

§ Compositions of solid materials on Titan's surface still largely unknown

Figure 1. Cassini VIMS map of Titan showing the spectral diversity of the surface, with higher resolution inset
§ Cassini
VIMS map illustrates the spectral diversity of Titan's surface,
from the T114 flyby in November 2015: red = 5 µm, green = 2 µm, and blue = 1.3 µm. Areas that appear dark blue
indicate higher water-iceinset
content compared
to the darkflyby
organic sands
and bright
organic material seen elsewhere [17,
higher-resolution
from T114
(Nov
2015)
18]. The 5-µm bright unit has characteristics consistent with evaporitic material [19].

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Red = 5 μm, green = 2 μm, blue = 1.3 μm
Dark blue = higher water-ice content
Dark brown = organic sands (Barnes et al. 2007; Soderblom et al. 2007)
Orange = 5-μm bright unit with characteristics consistent with evaporitic
material (MacKenzie et al. 2014)
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Diversity of surface materials à scientific
priority to sample diverse locations
§ Challenge is to get a capable instrument suite to high-priority sites
Ø
Ø
è

Multiple landers are an inefficient strategy, requiring multiple copies of instrumentation and
sample acquisition equipment
More efficient approach is to convey a single instrument suite to multiple locations
Mobility is key to accessing material in different settings

§ Titan’s atmosphere provides the means to access different geologic terrains 10s to
100s of kilometers apart
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Heavier-than-air mobility highly efficient at Titan (Lorenz 2000; Langelaan et al. 2017)
Titan’s atmosphere 4x denser than Earth’s à reduces wing/rotor area required to generate a
given amount of lift à all forms of aviation are easier (lighter- and heavier-than-air)
Titan's gravity 1/7th Earth's à reduces the required magnitude of lift à powerful factor in
favor of heavier-than-air vehicle
Modern control electronics make a multi-rotor vehicle (Langelaan et al. 2017) mechanically
simpler than a helicopter, cf. proliferation of terrestrial quadcopter drones; straightforward to
test on Earth

è Dragonfly, a lander with aerial mobility
for wide-ranging in situ exploration
OPAG Meeting, Hampton, VA, 22 February 2018
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d[ Xdbedh^i^dc VcY higjXijgZ ^c i]Z jeeZg Vibdhe]ZgZ
EXPLORATION OF TITAN
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Combines strategies considered
previously for in situ Titan exploration

OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS AND FUTURE MISSIONS
bdhiXdbeaZmVhigdW^dad\^XVabViZg^VahVgZa^`Zan¸eZg"
8Vhh^c^^hVb^hh^dcidi]ZHVijgc^VchnhiZb!cdiid
]Vehl]ZgZXgndkdaXVc^XbViZg^Vah]VkZ^ciZgVXiZYl^i]
§ Helicopter (Lorenz 2000)
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2006)
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§ Montgolfière hot-air balloon (Reh
et al.
2007)
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aVWdgVidgnZmeZg^bZcihh]dlb^\]iWZbVYZdcI^iVc#
adc\\ZhiVi^dcVcYYZa^kZgni^bZd[b^hh^dchidi]ZdjiZg
§ Airplane (Levine and Wright 6cdi]Zg^bedgiVciiVh`[dgi]ZdcWdVgYX]Zb^XVaaVWd"
2005; Barnes et al. 2012)
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Flagship mission studies:
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Dragonfly addresses the challenge of Titan’s diverse
landscape with a lander with aerial mobility
à a relocatable lander
Enables sampling at multiple targeted locations
Acquires context for samples & in situ measurements
Ability & adaptability to find & access interesting material
Explore an alien environment on human scale

Dual-quadcopter rotorcraft lander
§ Most of time spent on ground making measurements, flight used to explore
different sites and provide context measurements of the surroundings
§ In situ operations strategies similar to Mars rovers
Ø
Ø
Ø

Flexible conops with more relaxed pace with 16-day Titan-sols
Science activities on ground and some measurements in flight
Aerial scouting to identify sites of interest

§ Flight uses battery power, recharged by an MMRTG between flights and
science activities
§ Direct-to-Earth communication
Science payload:
DraMS (GSFC): Mass spectrometer
DraGNS (APL & GSFC): Gamma-ray and
neutron spectrometer
DraGMet (APL): Meteorology, seismic, and
other geophysical sensors
DragonCam (MSSS): Camera suite

OPAG Meeting, Hampton, VA, 22 February 2018
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Science Objectives
§ Analyze chemical components and processes at work that produce
biologically relevant compounds
§ Measure atmospheric conditions, identify methane reservoirs, and determine
transport rates
§ Constrain processes that mix organics with past surface liquid water
reservoirs or subsurface ocean
§ Search for chemical evidence of water-based or hydrocarbon-based life

Science payload:
DraMS (GSFC): Mass spectrometer
DraGNS (APL & GSFC): Gamma-ray and
neutron spectrometer
DraGMet (APL): Meteorology, seismic, and
other geophysical sensors
DragonCam (MSSS): Camera suite

OPAG Meeting, Hampton, VA, 22 February 2018
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Science measurements
§ On surface:
Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

DraMS: Sample material and perform detailed analyses of chemical components and
progression of organic synthesis
Heritage from Curiosity SAM (Sample Analysis at Mars), which has pyrolysis and gas
chromatographic analysis capabilities
DraGNS: Measure bulk elemental surface composition, allowing rapid classification of
surface material and detection of minor inorganic elements
Chemical reconnaissance informs sampling and detailed chemical analysis to be performed
DraGMet: Monitor atmosphere (pressure, temperature, wind, humidity)
Surface conditions (thermal properties, dielectric constant)
Seismic monitoring to detect subsurface activity
Diurnal and spatial variations
DragonCam: Characterize geologic features
Provide context for samples

§ In flight:
Ø
Ø

Atmospheric profiles; diurnal, spatial variations
Aerial imagery for surface geology, context,
and scouting future landing sites

OPAG Meeting, Hampton, VA, 22 February 2018
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biochemistry, could be expected to emerge from a separate origin of life. Rather, the preferred
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are not
found
in biochemistry
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non-superimposable
mirror images of one another (Figure 4.1.6). In the case
Earth, but whose features may nonetheless indicate
character.

How far has chemistry progressed in
environments
providing key ingredients for life?
of amino acids, known abiotic mechanisms of synthesis generate nearly equal amounts of the
two possible enantiomers (D and L). In meteorites, the D and L forms are generally also pre-

For example,
Cronin (2016)
has developed
anhabitability
approach to calculate complexity based
§ Assess
conditions
necessary
for
sent in approximately equivalent amounts, although excesses of the L enantiomer ranging
on the number of unique synthetic pathways represented
in the structural
fragmentsthe
or com1–15% have
observed among
-methyl amino acid series (Pizzarello, 2006) and
§ Identify astrobiological buildingfrom
blocks
andbeen
processes
that
ponents of an overall molecular structure. Whenupdefined
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fashion,
complexity
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to 21% for the non-proteinogenic amino acidin-isovaline (Elsila et al., 2016). In an analysis
those
building
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rinsictake
property
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and its calculation
does not
external
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of the Tagish
Lakerequire
Meteorite,
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ranging
from
43–45%
Moreover,
because
the
complexity
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identification
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unique
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§ Multiple techniques and approaches to perform a broad-based
reported for in
glutamic
in whichhas
the an
nd substructures,
algorithmicsignatures,
determinationwere
of complexity
knownacid
structures
search forthechemical
13 minimizing assumptions and
C-content
confirmedwith
its mass
meteoritic
origin
nalytical counterpart – based on successive molecular
fragmentation
spectral
addressing different rungs on the
life-detection
ladder at anal(Glavin
et al., 2012).
sis – that does not require the structure of the parent molecule to be uniquely identified. The
differentin locations
and ispast
conditions
lear advantage
such an approach
that itenvironmental
is fully “agnostic” with
respect to the specifics
In contrast, biological materials on Earth

https://astrobiology.nasa.gov/research/life-detection/ladder/
are composed almost exclusively of the L-enan-

tiomer (D/L ~0.02; Aubrey, 2008) and recent
work suggests that such homochirality is required for the proper folding and function of
proteins in biochemistry across the three domains of life on Earth. For this reason, it is suggested that a large enantiomeric excess (ee)
in multiple different amino acid types would
constitute strong evidence for biology
(Halpern, 1969; Kvenvolden, 1973; Bada et al.,
1996; Bada and McDonald, 1996).
Bacteria however, also incorporate nonproteinogenic D-amino acids (aspartic acid, asparagine, glutamic acid, glutamine, serine, and alanine) as components of bacterial biomolecules
such as peptidoglycan, polypeptide, teichoic

(Hand et al., 2017, Europa Lander SDT Report)
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Mission timeline
§ Launch in 2025
§ Titan arrival in 2034
Ø

landing in equatorial interdunes

Ø

~100-m-high, several-km spacing

Ø

well characterized by Cassini

Ø

similar latitude and time of year as
descent of Huygens probe

§ Over 2 years of exploration,
covering variety of terrain over
10s – 100s of km

Dragonfly: A Rotorcraft Lander Concept for Scientific Exploration at Titan
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Figure 6. ”Leapfrog” reconnaissance and survey strategy enables potential landing sites to
be fully validated with sensor data and ground analysis before being committed to. Distance
shown is example only—actual performance may be much better.
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tery is large enough to capture the full MMRTG output)
excess energy is available.
Other nighttime scientific
activities include seismological
and meteorological monitoring
and local (e.g., microscopic)
imaging using LED illuminators as flown on Phoenix and
Curiosity (e.g., Ref. 38). These
illuminators would permit
better color discrimination of
Titan surface materials (since
the daytime illumination, filtered by the thick atmospheric
haze, is predominantly of red

Space Exploration

A Tsol (16 Earth days) in the
life of Dragonfly

Dragonfly: A Rotorcraft L

Long-range
visual reconnaissance
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Altitude (m)
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§ Downlink of data and uplink of direction from science team
§ Weather measurements as part of pre-flight checklist
§ Flight profile and landing-site assessment:
Ø Take off from site A, survey landing zone B (e.g., imaging, lidar for terrain
roughness), return to site A, downlink data for science-team analysis and
selection of landing site B
Ø Take off from A, survey landing zone C, land at site B
§ Downlink of flight data and aerial images of the landing site
§ Thermal and electrical measurements using DraGMet landing-skid sensors
estimate physical character of surface material
§ DraGNS measurement of bulk composition discriminates among basic
surface types (e.g., organic dune sand, solid H2O ice, frozen NH3-hydrate)
§ DragonCam imaging of surroundings; DraGMet atmospheric monitoring
§ Sampling and DraMS analysis
§ Downlink of data and uplink of direction from science team
§ Overnight recharge of battery by MMRTG
§ Sampling & DraMS analysis (if deferred to night
Cruise at 500 m above takeoff
when excess energy is available)
§ DraGMet seismic and meteorological monitoring
§ DragonCam imaging using LED illuminators
Energy-optimal climb
Landing at
at 20º
pre-surveyed site
(cf. Phoenix and Curiosity) for better color
discrimination of Titan surface materials; UV to
B
Vertical takeoff
A
Regional Cassini SAR topo data
to 50 m
identify organic material via fluorescence (e.g.,
0
5
10
dune sand polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons)
Distance (km)

Survey prospective
future landing site
C
Representative dune topography
15
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The Dragonfly team reflects broad
science and technical expertise
§ Broad scientific and technical expertise and flight experience
– both spaceflight and atmospheric flight
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Spacecraft development, flight hardware, instrumentation,
measurement techniques
Building on autonomous rotorcraft flight development
In situ operations – landed experience on Titan and Mars
Titan environment – surface and atmosphere

§ Mentoring early career scientists and engineers
§ NASA Participating Scientist Program

GSFC
Ames
LaRC
JPL

Vertical Lift Research
Center of Excellence

Science Team
Zibi Turtle, APL, PI
Melissa Trainer, GSFC, DPI
Jason Barnes, U Idaho, DPI
Ralph Lorenz, APL, PS
Will Brinckerhoff, GSFC
Morgan Cable, JPL
Caroline Freissinet, LATMOS
Kevin Hand, JPL
Alex Hayes, Cornell
Sarah Hörst, JHU
Jeff Johnson, APL

Erich Karkoschka, U Ariz.
David Lawrence, APL
Alice Le Gall, LATMOS
Juan Lora, UCLA
Shannon MacKenzie, APL
Chris McKay, NASA Ames
Catherine Neish, PSI/UWO
Claire Newman, Aeolis
Mark Panning, JPL
Ann Parsons, GSFC
Patrick Peplowski, APL
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Jani Radebaugh, BYU
Scot Rafkin, SwRI
Mike Ravine, MSSS
Jason Soderblom, MIT
Angela Stickle, APL
Ellen Stofan, APL
Tetsuya Tokano, Univ. Köln
Colin Wilson, Oxford
Aileen Yingst, PSI
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A rotorcraft lander for in situ investigation of
Titan's prebiotic chemistry and habitability
New Frontiers mission concept study to perform in situ exploration and
discovery on an ocean world to determine how far chemistry has
progressed in environments providing key ingredients for life
Aerial mobility provides access to Titan's
diverse materials at a wide range of
geologic settings 10s to 100s of kilometers
apart in over 2 years of exploration

• Rich, multidisciplinary science
at each landing site, with
dozens of potential sites
• Mission duration is not heavily
constrained – MMRTG output
degrades slowly and there
are no major consumables
OPAG Meeting, Hampton, VA, 22 February 2018
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